
This small reflection on scale begins with
remembering Jorge Luis Borges’s tale of a certain
seventeenth-century Spanish treatise describing a
place where ‘the Art of Cartography attained such
Perfection’ that a map of the Empire was made:

‘whose size was that of the Empire, and which coincided
point for point with it. The following Generations, who
were not so fond of the Study of Cartography as their
Forebears had been, saw that that vast Map was Useless,
and not without some Pitilessness was it, that they
delivered it up to the Inclemencies of Sun and Winters. In
the Deserts of the West, still today, there are Tattered Ruins
of that Map, inhabited by Animals and Beggars […]’.1

Borges’s full-sized map enveloping its territory helps
us to understand the delirious condition of scale
drawing gone awry that occurs in cad where
buildings are represented at ‘full scale’. After
thousands of years of developing architectural
drawing in scale, it behoves our thoughtful study, as
scale is not merely a technical issue, but a question of
the nature of architectural conception.

A scale drawing is more than a miniature; it has a
consistent specific ratio to its object. The scale of an
architectural drawing consists of equal parts

measure and proportion where a unit of
measurement is chosen and a ratio established
between actual and apparent size.2 Eighteenth-
century surveyor Samuel Wyld defined scale as ‘the
true and exact Figure of the Plott, tho’ of another
Bigness’.3 Scale is a stair providing means for
ascending and descending between the great and the
small or in music between the high and the low.4

‘Scale’ is simultaneously an instrument for the hand
to make drawings and for the mind to imagine
buildings.5 Scale’s presence in architecture is so
enormous that it is almost invisible and has been
used for at least several thousand years.6 From the
middle of the second millennium BCE, a statue of
Gudea, leader of the City State of Lagash in present-
day Iraq, is seated with a building floor plan resting
on his lap. Also on the tablet are a stylus and a scale
rule, showing fine divisions of the finger measure.7

Representing scale
Modern architectural scale drawing begins early in
the Renaissance with the widespread use of paper
and the separation of the architect from the
construction site, so that early illustrated
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architectural treatises did not yet conventionalise
representations of scale.8 Measures were still directly
related to the human body and exhibited similar
variation [1]. Serlio and Palladio give the full-size
dimension of the basic measures, because as Palladio
explains, ‘units of measurement differ just as cities
and regions do […]’ [2].9 Scamozzi provides the
comparative lengths of the same measure from
various cities [3]. Even in the same place, the foot for
velvet was shorter than the foot for cotton, reflecting
valuations of different materials.10 Furthermore, the
treatises inconsistently provide drawing scales.11

Palladio records primary dimensions directly on
plans but their relationship to the drawings is
unclear.12 Serlio sometimes includes scales with
plans and explains how to use them, suggesting it
was not commonly understood:

‘This plan was measured with the ancient palm. […] I have
scaled it down with the utmost care to this small,
proportioned form so that the diligent architect can work
out the measurements of the elements fairly accurately,
using the small palms […] on the line divided up into ten
parts […] Thus, taking a pair of compasses in hand some of
the measurements of this building can be deduced.’13

Occasionally, Serlio explains that he does not provide
a scale because the plan is well-proportioned. ‘I shall
not put down all the measurements of the St. Peters
because, being well proportioned, from one part of
the measurements the whole can be derived.’14 Serlio
also interchanged the idea of measure with that of
proportion when writing: ‘Anyone who wanted this
gateway to be larger or smaller should increase or
diminish the feet’.15

Where Palladio and Serlio include graphic scales,
they are almost always located on the primary
vertical centreline of plan drawings and are shown as
simple straight lines divided with short
perpendicular marks [4]. Since early architectural
drawings were made to represent procedures on the
construction site, the scale lines derived from the
knotted lines of ropes that were stretched on site to
lay out the building. These measurements would
stretch from the previously identified centreline of
the building, just as they do in the drawings [5].
These early ‘strings’ of dimension lines, as we still call
them today, have the arrows pointing in rather than
out which probably derives from surveying
techniques where, at the end of each length of chain,
a pointed post was driven into the ground that had
this shape and was called an ‘arrow’.16 An eighteenth-
century treatise directs that the arrows are to be
‘prick’d down’ into the ground, using the same
terminology for plan drawings.17

Scale drawing spread northwards from Italy
during the sixteenth century. English maps first
exhibited consistent scale about 1540.18 The graphic
scale on drawings became elaborated through
representing the drawing tools used in scaling.19 By
the end of the sixteenth century, architectural scales
were engraved on the sides of drawing tools, such as
the proportional compass or the square.20 Bar-shaped
scales were developed with multiple scales on each
side, including those from various locales [6].21 These
tools provide the image of the graphic bars still in
common use. The image consistently included a pair
of dividers opened across the scale bar. Not merely
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decorative, it explained visually how to use the scale
because distances were taken off the scale with
dividers and then applied to the drawing [7]. Edward
Worsop explained in 1582:

‘The knowledge, howe to apply the compasses to the scale,
is commodious, for thereby … the Lord sitting in his Chayre
at home, may justly knowe, how many miles his Manor is
in circuite.’ 22

The representation of tools on drawings is most
clearly seen in a sixteenth-century Italian map of
England that has shadows cast by the legs of the
divider across the scale bar [8]. Because units of
measure were so variable, it was important to affix
the scale to the drawing. The prominent size of the
scale on plans drawn by sixteenth-century English
surveyor and architect Robert Smythson
(1536?–1614), well known for Wollaton Hall outside of
Nottingham, is probably because the dividers are
drawn in their full size on the paper.23 Smythson was
familiar with Italian and Dutch architectural
treatises. The practice of using dividers to transfer
scale onto a drawing continued through the
nineteenth century.24

The sort of architectural scales in use through the
twentieth century only recently became prevalent
[9].25 In 1889, it was necessary to distinguish an
ordinary scale from a ‘plotting scale, with the
divisions on a fiducial edge, by which any length may
be marked off on the paper without using dividers’.26

The technique of using the scale directly on the
paper replaced dividers around the end of the
nineteenth century.27 An 1898 draughting manual
cautioned: ‘A distance should rarely be transferred

from the scale to the drawing by the dividers, as such
procedure damages the scale if not the paper’. Even
in 1918 Thomas French had to declare: ‘Never take
dimensions by setting the dividers on the scale’.28

Scaled literature
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
questions of scale grew to prominence with the
development and use of the telescope and
microscope. These devices, in extending the ability of
the senses, made new worlds visible. This scalar
fascination was explored in Gulliver’s Travels by
Jonathan Swift (1726) and Micromégas by Voltaire
(1738–1752), both of which refer to telescopes and
microscopes.29 When Voltaire was exiled to England
for three years, he developed a friendship with
Jonathan Swift. Like an architect making a drawing,
these stories describe a person venturing into an
imaginary world of another size.

Both stories begin with bodily scale relationships.
In Lilliput, Gulliver encounters ‘a human Creature
not six Inches high’ giving him the scale of one inch
to Gulliver’s foot.30 In his next voyage, Gulliver’s scale
proportionally becomes that of the Lilliputians as he
meets a 72 foot tall farmer, making both lands the
same ratio of 1:12, translating neatly between
imperial feet and inches.31 Swift’s original
illustrations are limited to maps of the territories
Gulliver accidentally discovered that show no scale
and allows them to alternate between gargantuan
and tiny.32

Voltaire gives Micromégas, a traveller from a Sirian
planet, the Vitruvian Doric proportions of a well-
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formed man, but at enormous size, standing 120,000
Parisian feet tall, which is 24,000 times the size of a
human.33 This proportion probably derives from
Voltaire’s The Elements of Sir Isaac Newton’s Philosophy
(1737), wherein he calculated the height of each
planet’s possible inhabitants in proportion to the
planet’s circumference due to gravity.34 Micromégas,
seeing proportion everywhere, finds small residents
on their small world. During Voltaire’s lifetime, there
was a spirited debate between Newtonians and
Cartesians about the shape of the earth. A French
survey team travelled to the Arctic Circle to measure
the length of a meridian to resolve the conflict.
Voltaire was well aware of this actual voyage and used
it to populate his story when Micromégas discovers a
ship returning from measuring the meridian of the
Arctic Circle [10].35 It seems that Voltaire was treating
the proportional relationship between Micromégas
and the tiny humans as the relation between planet
and person because the earth’s circumference is
about 24,000 miles, Micromégas’s given proportion.
Furthermore, Voltaire gives Micromégas’s

circumference like he did for planets, an otherwise
unusual measurement for a creature, and in his
scientific writings refers to the planets with the male
pronoun ‘he’, also the gender of Micromégas. In the
story, the humans surveyed the reclining
Micromégas to determine his height exactly as they
did in reality with the earth at the North Pole.
Voltaire’s seven chapters of Micromégas match his
proportional height as well as the number of known
planets.

Hooke’s Micrographia and Malebranche’s 
Cartesian dream
A key source for both Swift and Voltaire was
Micrographia (1665), prepared by Robert Hooke for the
Royal Society to carefully record microscopic and
telescopic observations, ‘producing new Worlds and
Terra-Incognita’s to our view’.36 Hooke was also
Surveyor for the City of London and designed
numerous buildings, including the Royal College of
Physicians, Bedlam Hospital, and many city churches
with his friend Sir Christopher Wren after the Great
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Fire.37 He transferred his familiarity with scale from
architectural drawing to the microscope. 

Hooke organised his microscopic observations in
Micrographia progressively from simple to complex,
like a geometer ascending from point, line, plane to
volume and the chain of being from mineral to
vegetable and animal. He began with observing the
point of a pin under the microscope, which, as
Voltaire wrote, ‘abounds with Eminences and rugged
parts’.38 He next analysed a dot made by a pen, and in
a scalar reverie imagined this dot as the earth in
space [11]. Emphasising the importance of total
engagement for observations through the
microscope with ‘Sincere Hand and Faithful Eye’,
Hooke advises: ‘begin with the Hands and Eyes, and
proceed on through the Memory, to be continued by
the Reason; nor is it to stop there, but to come about
to the Hands and Eyes again’.39

Hooke explained his method of determining the
microscope’s scale of magnification by looking with
one eye through the microscope as the other naked
eye examines a ruler, simultaneously engaging both
scales:

‘At the same time that I look upon the Object through the
Glass with one eye, I look upon other Objects at the same
distance with my other bare eye; by which means I am
able, by the help of a ruler divided into inches and small
parts, and laid on the pedestal of the microscope, to cast,
as it were, the magnified appearance of the Object upon
the Ruler, and thereby exactly to measure the Diameter it
appears of through the Glass, which being compared with
the Diameter it appears of to the naked eye, will easily
afford the quantity of its magnifying.’ 

11

11 Magnified pin, ink
spot and razor edge.
Robert Hooke,
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Since nature only exists in full scale, imagination is
required to project a change of scale and it occurs
through relation to a stable entity, our own body.
Lilliput seems ordinary without Gulliver’s looming
presence.40

Nicolas Malebranche (1638–1715), a devout
Cartesian, was also stimulated by these new
discoveries but in a different direction. His first
enthusiastic reading of Descartes ‘caused him such
violent palpitations of the heart that he was forced to
interrupt his reading in order to breath’, although
he did not realise that this interconnection between
mind and body already denied his new found
Cartesianism.41Malebranche identified the relativity
of perception by performing a thought experiment
of an infinitely small creature on an infinitely small
ball compared with an infinitely large creature on an
infinitely large ball, which appeared identical:

‘Since it is not certain that there are two men who view the
same object as having the same size, and since sometimes
even the same man sees things larger with his left eye than
with the right […], it is clear that we must not rely on the
testimony of our eyes to make judgments about size. It
would be better to listen to reason […]’42

Like Voltaire and Swift, Malebranche concludes there
is no such thing as true extent, only relative size
proportional to ourselves. However, Malebranche’s
solution is to distrust the senses and rely on the
mind’s presumed direct access to ideas. The material
world, ‘the main cause of all our errors and miseries’,
he contrasts with the mind, which ‘through God
receives its life, its light, and its entire felicity’.

Cartesian computing and the scalar imagination
cad applies this Cartesian approach to scale in
architectural drawings by forgoing the senses to
assume scale is solely in the mind. Data is recorded at
1:1 or full scale, but the size of the screen image

indefinitely varies as the operator zooms in or out to
consider various aspects, creating the inability to put
them into a perceivable relation to the operator’s
body. cad only requires scale when printing in paper
space. As Descartes transformed geometrical
constructions into mathematical formulas, the cad
scale factor is a multiplier that converts the full-size
measurement into a scale for the plot. This
relationship is merely numerical and must be known
to the mind since it is not intuitive. This odd relation
to scale is revealed by the necessity to put text into
scale rather than the drawing so that the lettering is
printed in an appropriate size. Only in paper space
does the cad representation take on a synoptic scale
in relation to the observer. It is at this moment that
many computer-generated drawings reveal their
scalar limitations and fail to allow the imagination
to focus on particular sets of issues. 

Cad ’s myth of full-scale drawing is in fact the
absence of scale. This absence makes it more likely
that the designer looks at the image as an object
rather than projecting oneself into the image
through an imaginative inhabitation. Scaled sight is
not an abstraction; it is achieved through judging
the size of things in relation to ourselves. With cad,
we do not operate at any particular scale because the
image is severed from our frame of reference. In
moving from hand drawings to cad, ‘man the
measure’ is replaced with ‘man the measurer’.

Since architectural drawing is a source of the
imagination rather than a recording of prior ideas,
scale assists in this effort. As handbooks advise, you
must learn to think within a scale rather than
translate from actual measure.43 This valuable
approach misleads some to believe that full scale is
most desirable. Yet, the fiction of scale aids the
architect in composing a story by providing a
synoptic view that consistently asks for particular
sorts of information. While Cartesian approaches
assume that scale is merely numerical dimensions
known to the mind, early explanations of scale show
that empathetic bodily projection is critical to
imagining a future edifice. 

Filarete explains how the architect imaginatively
inhabits a scale drawing by drawing a square 150
braccia on a side and divided each into 15, 10 braccia
parts.44 Filarete’s early graphic scale was a
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proportional field rather than a line that related to
the surveying of the site [12]: 

‘If you want to understand this diminution clearly, take
these compasses and divide one of these parts into ten.
Then with the compasses, erect a perpendicular line that is
three times as long as one of these parts [… Make] a
human figure of the same size. Then consider it to be as
large as this. Then you would understand the diminution
of the braccia and of every other measure.’45

Filarete’s scale figure is not a human measuring
stick, but a way to imagine measure through the
human body like miniature humans as traditional
representations of the soul.46 With measures deriving
from the human body, the tiny body of the architect
is the measure. Filarete continues:

‘by pretending that man is small, all the measures drawn
from him are small […] Even though this drawing seems
small in appearance to us who are large, if men were as
small as it is, it would seem as large to them as it will to us
when it is all walled up and completed.’ 

Filarete drew his explanation from Alberti’s more
philosophical discussion in On Painting:

‘[If] the sky, the stars, the seas, the mountains and all
living creatures, together with all other objects, were, the
gods willing, reduced to half their size, everything that we
see would in no respect appear to be diminished from
what it is now […] all these are such as to be known only by
comparison. Comparison is made with things most
immediately known. As man is best known of all things to
man, perhaps Protagoras, in saying that man is the scale
and the measure of all things, meant that accidents in all
things are duly compared to and known by the accidents
in man.’47

Voltaire chides Malebranche in Micromégas and writes
in his book on Newton’s Philosophy: ‘Father
Mallebranche, whose Genius was more subtle than
true, and who always consulted his Meditations, but
not always Nature, adopted the Elements of Descarts
without Proof’. Voltaire argues that our senses do not
deceive us, but they must assist each other mutually,
as Hooke’s methodology showed. For example, the
idea of distance is known only through combining
touch with vision.48 The making of architectural

drawings must engage the entire body into the
physical act of imagination. 

Imaginative inhabitation of drawing
The synoptic scalar view invites imaginative
inhabitation of the drawing. When no clear relation
exists between body and drawing, this inhabitation
is at best partial and shifting. Perhaps this relation 
of the designer in the drawing, like Hooke’s two 
eyes focusing simultaneously at full and scaled
relations, explains why dividers were used for
centuries to scale plans. The compass becomes the
architect walking across the drawing [13].49 As the
draughtsman’s language shows: the ‘foot’ of the
compass grips the paper and the two ‘legs step off
paces’ to measure a distance [14].50 John Soane, who
kept a tiny set of drawing instruments including an
ivory scale in a walking stick, made a direct
connection between the architect’s bodily measures
and drawing measures.51 The shaft of the cane holds
two rules that can be joined to measure 60 inches
which is a fathom or two paces. Gulliver, like the
architect’s scalar imagination, walked across a
gigantic map, explaining that: ‘I [measured the city]
myself on the Royal Map, which was laid on the
Ground for me, and extended an hundred Feet; I
paced the circumference Bare-foot, and computing
by the Scale, measured it pretty exactly’.52 American
architect Claude Bragdon invented the tiny character
of Sinbad, whom he described as an everyman, for
his 1924 treatise. The book begins with Sinbad
climbing out of Bragdon’s ink bottle to represent his
imagination perambulating through architectural
drawings [15].53 Borges’s story evaluates the chimeric
notion of full scale as exactness. As in cad, full scale
renders the entire notion of scale useless and fails to
achieve precision which is necessarily defined by a
point of view.54 Instead, a drawing is scaled for its
destination toward a fitting understanding.55

Architectural drawing assumes a plurality of worlds
to imagine an environment inferior to our size so
that we may comprehend a possible place superior 
to us.56
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